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FABRICATION OF MgAl 2 0 4 SPINEL/NIOBIUM LAMINAR COMPOSITES BY 
PLASMA SPRAYING 

M. BONCOEUR*, N. LOCHET, F. MIOMANDRE, G. SCHNEDECKER 
Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique 

CE Saclay - DTA/CEREM/CE2M/LECMA 
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, FRANCE 

ABSTRACT 

The present study shows that it is possible to elaborate by plasma spraying laminar 
ceramic matrix composites made of alternate thin layers of a ceramic oxide and a metal. 
Demonstration is made for a composite of 7 layers, each 0.2 mm thick, of MgAb04 
spinel and niobium. The microstractural and mechanical characteristics have been 
studied on the composites both as-sprayed and heat-treated, under vacuum at 1400°C. It 
has been shown that the as-sprayed composite is brittle but becomes pseudo-plastic after 
heat treatment. These laminar composites are very attractive for the realization of large 
surface, a few millimeter thick components. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Among the various ceramic matrix composites, the laminar composites are very 
promising. One of their advantages is their good mechanical properties (1 ,2) and easier 
fabricability than the long-fibre reinforced composites. Among the industrial fabrication 
techniques, plasma spraying seems well adapted. The purpose of this study is to verify the 
feasibility of manufacturing MgAl204 spinel/niobium laminar composites made of alternate 
thin layers of each component. The effect of heat treatment (at 1400°C under vacuum) on 
regenerating the ductility of the sprayed metal was assessed, as well as the overall 
mechanical behaviour of the composites. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

2.1. Fabrication of laminar composites 

MgAb04 and Nb powders from STARCK were sprayed with a 
PLASMATECHNTJC gun under an argon atmosphere. The relative motions gun/sample are 
automated. The layers are sprayed successively one over the other, without interruption of 
the gun. The powder distributor is simply rocked from one container filled with spinel to the 
other filled with niobium. Plates of about 100x100 mm are fabricated. Composites of 7 
layers, each about 0.2 mm thick, are made with 3 layers of spinel and 4 of niobium, among 
which both external ones. 

Heat treatment to rearrange the microstructure of the material is carried out at 
1400°C under vacuum for 100 hours. 



2.2, Characterisation of the composites 

The quality of the composites oLained, in particular the uniformity of the layer 
thickness, as well as the absence of defect at the interfaces, is controlled by optical and 
SEM observations. 

The mechanical behaviour of the samples is studied by 3-point flexural tests. 
Parallelepipedic test bars of about 30 mm length and 3 mm width are elaborated, with as-
sprayed support surfaces and lateral ones cut with a diamond saw. The thickness of the bars 
is that of the fabricated plates, i.e. 1.4 mm for the composite. The layers are parallel to the 
support surfaces and the samples are placed on stainless steel rollers of 4 mm diameter, 
spaced of 20 mm. The speed of the crosshead of the INSTRON machine is 0.2 mm/min. A 
miminum of 8 samples each group are tested, in order to obtain significant results. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Macrostructure and microstructure 

The macrostructure of as-sprayed and heat-treated composites is shown in Fig. 1. 
One can notice a good bonding at the interfaces as well as a good uniformity of the layer 
thickness. The volume fraction of niobium is about 60%. The porous structure of spinel and 
niobium can clearly be seen, especially on the as-sprayed material. The heat treatment has 
not modified the macrostructure of the composite, except the porosity which is slightly 
lower for the heat-treated sample. 

Figure 1 Optical macrographs of 7 layer lamellar composites: 
as-sprayed (a) and heat-treated (b) 

Fig.2 shows the microstructure of the multilayer composite. The latter appears to be 
highly modified after heat treatment, with the disappearance of the lamellas, and the 
confirmation of the reduction in porosity mentioned above. The metal-oxide interface was 
not degraded during heat treatment, as evidenced by the absence of bonding defects 
between both materials. 
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Figure 2 SEM micrographs of 7 layer lamellar composites: 
as-sprayed (a) and heat-treated (b) 

3.2. 3-point flexural tests 

The stress-deflection curves of as-sprayed and heat-treated composites have been 
plotted (fig.3) and compared to those of spinel and niobium when sprayed alone (fig 4). 

Deflection 
Figure 3 Strcss-dcflcction curve of the spinel-

niobium composite: as-sprayed (AS) 
and heat-treated (HT) 

Deflection 0.s m 
Figure 4 Stress-deflection curve of pure spinel 

ana niobium, both as-sprayed (AS) 
and heat-treated (HT) 

In the case of the pure materials, it can be seen that the ceramic is subjected to 
brittle rupture, even when heat-treated, with maximal stress ranging from 30 MPa (as-
sprayed) to 160 MPa (heat-treated). The metal is also brittle when as-sprayed, but a plastic 
deformation area appears after treatment, with a strong increase in the maximal stress (from 
320 MPa for as-sprayed niobium to more than 1 ICO MPa when heat-treated). 

Regarding the composite, the curve shows first of all a linear increase of stress, 
corresponding to elastic deformation. In the case of the as-sprayed material, it is followed 
by a stress drop at low deflection. Then, a second increase takes place with a lower slope, 
and a new drop occurs. Repetition of this stress increase-drop alternance finally leads to the 
rupture of the test bar. The maximal stress obtained after the first linear increase is about 
200 MPa, while the deflection after rupture is about 0 4 mm. When heated, the sampjes 
show a very different shape of curve: after a linear increase of stress, the slope of the curve 



regularly decreases until a maximal value of about 500 MPa is reached. Then a severe drop 
of stress occurs, but the bars are not broken when the test is stopped, after a deflection 
greater than 1.5 mm. It is noticeable that the heat treatment has eliminated the brittle 
rupture of the composite, replacing it by a pseudo-plastic deformation area during which the 
bars are strongly bent without being broken. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Thanks to published theories on ceramic matrix composites0'4^ one can try to 
correlate the shape of the flexural curves in Fig.3 to the microstructural damage. For the as-
sprayed composite, the linear elastic part stops when the stress reaches the critical value. 
Then a main crack starts to form in the first lower niobium layer. When this crack crosses 
the first metal-ceramic bilayer, a dramatic drop of stress occurs. Then the stress goes up 
again, due to the energy consumed to propagate the first secondary shear crack at the first 
concerned spinel/niobium interface. As a new couple of metal-ceramic layers is reached by 
the main crack, a new stress drop is observed and the cycle goes on until the rupture of the 
composite takes place. 

As shown in Fig.4, the heat treatment enables the metal to recover its ductility, 
replacing the brittle rupture by a plastic deformation area. This can be explained by a 
reorganisation of the microstructure during heat treatment, the original lamellas being 
changed into equiaxial grains with lower porosity. The behaviour of the heat-treated 
composite, beyond the linear elastic part of the stress-deflection curve, can be interpreted by 
the recovery of the metal ductility. This latter prevents the propagation of the microcracks 
developed in the spinel layers across the niobium ones, which would lead to the rupture of 
the composite. But the stiffness becomes lower, and the slope regularly decreases. The 
stress drop observed at the end of the curve corresponds to a sudden opening of the cracks 
in the lower spinel layer, which withstands the largest tensile and shear stresses, and to the 
rupture of the lower niobium layer. 

5. CONCLUSION 

It is possible to elaborate by plasma spraying laminar composites made of alternate 
layers of metal and ceramic: Nb and MgAl2Û4 spinel for example. After a heat treatment at 
1400°C under vacuum which restores the ductility of the metal, the composite shows a 
pseudo-plastic behaviour in 3-point flexural tests, instead of brittle rupture when as-sprayed. 
These laminar composites have very interesting charaaeristics for the realization of 
extended composite areas a few millimeter thick. Work is in progress in order to improve 
the knowledge of the mechanical and physical properties of these materials. 
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